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making house calls!
the garcetti compound

LA CAN AND PARTNERS IN THE LA RIGHT TO HOUSING
GC
COLLECTIVE
OLLECTIVE MARCH THROUGH E
ECHO
CHO P
PARK
ARK TO
COUNCIL PRESIDENT GARCETTI’S HOME TO DEMAND ACCOUNTABILITY FOR TENANTS (SEE STORY ON PAGE 12)

the mayor’s mansion

LA CAN JOINS WITH THE BUS RIDERS UNION TO GIVE MAYOR ANTONIO VILLARAIGOSA A WAKE UP CALL ON JULY 1ST - THE DAY
THE BUS FARE INCREASE WENT INTO EFFECT - AND DEMAND AFFORDABLE AND RELIABLE BUS SERVICE (SEE STORY ON PAGE 10)

Suggested Minimum Donation: One Dollar ($1)
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Los Angeles
Affordable Housing
Developers
Arrested for
Manslaughter of
Tenants in Northern
California
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Towne Avenue
Soup Line Closure
Brought Before City
Council
WRITTEN BY: MICHAEL HUBMAN
Public Comment given to Los Angeles City
Council 06/29/10:
Good Morning. My name is Michael
Hubman. I am a human rights and
homeless rights activist. In the three
years of lobbying on behalf of the civil
and human rights of homeless people
I have never encountered an issue that
has effected me more profoundly than
the one I bring up today. That issue is
the shutting down of the Towne Avenue
soup line.

“When the fire alarm goes off, the
elevators stop, and if you can’t get
down the steps, you’re stuck,”
Leonard Woods said. “People in
wheelchairs, they’re cooked.”
WRITTEN BY: LA CAN

The action taken by government to deny
the poor and homeless people of Skid
Row Los Angeles this meager sustenance
screams of injustice. It is the pinnacle of
meanness.

The arrests of Ruben Islas and Jules Arthur
do not come as a surprise to many of the
tenants that still live in properties they
control—especially in Los Angeles.
Islas, Arthur and three other Amerland
executives were arrested on June 2, 2010 and
charged with manslaughter, elder abuse and
elder abuse causing death in connection with
a fire that resulted in three deaths in a
Vallejo, California retirement complex in 2008.
For years Amerland has been the center of controversy in Downtown Los Angeles,
where the group has been working to gain a stronghold on the area’s residential hotel stock. LA CAN members and other tenants opposed government funding for the
purchase and renovation of the Alexandria and Frontier (now knowns as Rosslyn Lofts)
Hotels in 2006 and 2007, only to find emphatic public support for these developers by
LA’s elected officials, especially Councilmembers Cardenas and Perry. The funding
was approved for both projects, but with requirements to include housing for extremely
low-income people.
Then, in May 2008, the Los Angeles City Attorney filed criminal charges against Amerland because of fire code violations at both of their downtown residential hotels. The
complaint alleged, in part, that Amerland failed to repair broken fire systems and clear
blocked exits at the Alexandria Hotel. Also, it alleged that the fire protection system in
the Rosslyn Hotel was in such disrepair that Amerland employees were supposed to
have 24-hour fire watch patrols ordered by the Los Angeles Fire Department. Amerland
was later convicted of the charges and was required to fulfill fire code standards.
Amerland’s failure to maintain fire protection systems remains an ongoing problem for
tenants in the buildings they own in downtown Los Angeles: the Alexandria Hotel and
the Rosslyn Lofts (formerly the Frontier Hotel). LA CAN members have complained
about both fire extinguisher and alarm issues for months. Leonard Woods, a disabled,
retired worker who has lived at the Alexandria for more than a decade, says fire alarm
systems still sound without cause, and disabled, elderly residents could get trapped on
top floors.
“When the fire alarm goes off, the elevators stop, and if you can’t get down the steps,
you’re stuck,” Woods said. “People in wheelchairs, they’re cooked.”
The criminal charges against Amerland are in addition to civil claims by Alexandria
tenants in late 2008 addressing issues such as illegal evictions, harassment of vocal
tenants, disability discrimination, and major habitability issues. That lawsuit resulted
in two preliminary court decisions in favor of tenants, as well as a wide-ranging
settlement agreement and cash damages for plaintiffs.
These developers, and all other landlords, must be fully accountable to their tenants
and the communities in which they work. LA CAN members who live in the
Alexandria Hotel have been working diligently to improve their living conditions and
hold management accountable for protecting all tenant rights. While some progress
has been made, the situation in Vallejo and other ongoing problems show there is much
work still to be done. Contact LA CAN for more information.
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Let’s look at the numbers. Let’s start with
the number of clients who showed up at
the soup line for a meal six days a week.
I put that number at 120 people. I should
know because I often counted the people
in the line. 120 is a low number for people
on a typical day. 120 people is also a low
number on average. Do the arithmetic.
The soup line has been shut down for 22
days -- that comes out to 2,640 missed
meals.
According to the parable of the sheep and
the goats from the book of Mathew (also
referred to as the judgment), the sheep
are the symbol for the people who care
for and look after the people who are
the least among us. In Los Angeles that
would certainly include the homeless.
The ones who neglect this calling are
symbolized by the goats.
By inference, anyone that would use the
power of the sovereign to hinder the
sheep as they go about their mission of
mercy deserve a classification that goes
beyond goat. I would suggest Hyper
Goat.
What does it say about our society,
our government and our people when
missionaries from South Korea feel
compelled to come to Los Angeles Skid
Row to feed our homeless? What it tells
me is that our society, our government
and our people are not looking out for the
least among us. Shame.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Sadly enough, since
Michael Hubman witnessed this injustice
and gave public comment about it, at least
two other food providers were targeted by
LAPD’s Central Division and the Public
Health Department citing health concerns as
the supposed reasoning. If there are health
concerns, they should be addressed in a
productive manner - not by removing muchneeded food providers from our community
by force and intimidation. Stay tuned for our
response.
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LA CAN’s Rooftop
Garden
WRITTEN BY: LA CAN
PHOTOGRAPHS BY: LA CAN
There is magic that happens when seeds,
seedlings, pots, soil, and water is gathered
in a central place and people begin to plan
their “field of dreams.” That is exactly
what happened when LA CAN’s Team
Food Committee decided to plant our
very own urban garden.
A number of community gardens have
cropped up in Los Angeles over the past
decade. The largest and most well-known,
the South Central Farm, was unjustly
toppled when greedy politicians and
land barons, who help local politicians by
lining their campaign coffers, descended
upon the farm with police, bull dozers,

community

and human rights violations. Even the
power of high profile celebrities was not
enough to push back the destruction of a
place that brought communities together.
And while the farm was ultimately
relocated and the spirit of community
held intact, the loss of green space and
locally grown food is still felt.
Over the past few years LA CAN’s food
and nutrition program has become an
essential component of our social justice
strategy. In addition to conducting
educational workshops geared towards
eating healthy on limited incomes,
a policy agenda was created that begins
the process of removing structural and
institutional barriers which create
entrenched food-insecurity. Additionally,
dance, yoga and other exercise classes
were added so that healthy lifestyle activities could become an integral piece of LA
CAN’s culture. And lastly, faced with
the difficulty of securing fresh produce,
members decided the time had come to

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Members of LA CAN’s “Team Food”
Committee plant the first summer crop in our
rooftop community garden. Community
residents and UCLA students worked together
to plan and implement the urban garden
project.
3
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grow our own.
As with most LA CAN projects the
community garden has truly been a
family affair. Team Food members were
trained by Master Gardener Maggie Lobl,
of Echo Landscape Design, to acquire
the knowledge and materials necessary
to start the project with a bang. Forrest
Stuart, a UCLA student, went beyond the
call of duty to ensure that no stone was
left unturned and that relationships were
established with people that have a vested
interest in the success of our garden.
Lydia Trejo and Joe Thomas, downtown
residents who recently earned native
gardening certificates in a program
sponsored by IDESPCA and the City of
Los Angeles, brought their new skills to
the endeavor. We hope that you will join
us soon for a meal prepared from items
grown in our garden in the ‘hood!
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HOTEL WATCH

Ensuring that we have the information and
power to keep our homes and community intact

Cecil Hotel

The Cecil Hotel owners remain in litigation
with the City due to their classification
as a residential hotel - which provides
increased protections for tenants and lowincome housing units. Two Cecil tenants
are “intervenors” in this suit, so that the
City and owners can’t create a settlement
agreement that doesn’t take current tenants
into consideration. This suit is moving
through the long process of Federal Court stay tuned for updates.
At the time of publication, the Cecil Hotel is
currently in escrow - meaning there could
be a final sale of the building soon, but it is
not guaranteed. The plans of the proposed
new owners are not public, but tenants
should know that the sale does not impact
their tenant rights. If you have lived in the
hotel for more than 30 days, you have full
rights under the City’s Rent Stabilization
Ordinance (RSO).
As is often the case when residential hotels
in downtown LA have been for sale, reports
of tenant rights violations become more
common. Two things that Cecil tenants
should be especially aware of:
1) Do NOT accept any verbal or written
offers of relocation. There is no legal reason
for you to relocate at this time. If relocation
becomes necessary, RSO tenants are
eligible for payments between $7,300
and $18,300. Do not accept less than
what you are owed!
2) You do NOT have to move out of the hotel
for a week after each 21-day stay - this is a
revised version of the “28-day shuffle” and
it is illegal.
If you are having any problems with your
tenancy, visit LA CAN at any time or come to
our legal clinic on Wednesday nights at 6:00
PM.

Rosslyn Hotel

The Rosslyn Hotel has been sold to SRO
Housing Corporation. Regardless of any
sale, there are multiple laws and policies
that require maintaining the building as
affordable to current tenants at current
rents. One important requirement obtained
through tenant involvement is that rents
cannot be increased at all during the period
of the recent Community Redevelopment
Agency loan (approximately two years).
Tenants will be meeting with SRO Housing
management representatives in
August to discuss how the building can be
maintained and improved in partnership
with current tenants. If you have any
questions about your tenant rights or how
to get involved with the tenant committee,
come to LA CAN at 530 S. Main Street.

Housing Committee

If you’re tired of not knowing about your
tenant rights and want to do something
about it, join LA CAN’s housing committee.
We meet every Monday at 11:00 AM.

Friends of LA CAN protest the inhumane SB 1070 in front of the
downtown federal detention center by locking themselves together.

Contradictory Responses
to Arizona’s SB 1070 and
LA’s Safer Cities Initiative
Recently various Los Angeles public
officials have expressed their disapproval
of Arizona’s SB 1070, a law that further
criminalizes people due to immigration
status and calls for law enforcement to
check the papers of each “reasonably
suspicious” person during “any lawful
contact”. LA CAN firmly opposes SB
1070, as well as ALL policies that also
unfairly criminalize people of color.

Councilmember Ed Reyes expanded
the consequences beyond Arizona
and argued that “when you allow
discrimination, when you allow an attack
on a group of people, which is what this
law does -- it is discriminatory -- it’s
racial profiling -- that’s how you start
establishing a second-class citizenship,
where you create environments of fear.”

These hypocritical politicians fail to
notice the proverbial log in their own eye
while judging the neighbor’s speck. The
Mayor’s own Safer Cities Initiative has
resulted in Central Division being home
to the highest documented level of racial
profiling against African Americans in the
City. Also, not one City Councilmember
There are many parallels between the
has spoken out about the second-class
abhorrent legislated criminality of SB 1070
citizenship and environment of fear being
and the Safer Cities Initiative (SCI), now
perpetrated in Skid Row.
in its fourth year of occupation of Skid
Row. At root, both are state-sanctioned
It’s not just LA’s elected officials that were
violence that target and discriminate
quick to respond, LAPD Chief Charlie
against communities and persons of color.
Beck traveled all the way to Washington
Despite the deep similarities between
DC to weigh in. His response suffers the
SCI and SB 1070, the response from
same lack of reflection on local policies,
local public officials could not be more
but additionally he opposes SB 1070 for
different. As such, this article explores
the wrong reasons.
the hypocrisy and contradictions of the
politically expedient outrage at Arizona’s
LAPD’s own racial profiling report states:
SB 1070 and the symptomatic silence
“Biased policing continues to be a male
about local human rights violations in
white and Hispanic officer versus male
Skid Row.
African American phenomenon.” Yet
there has been no denouncement of LAPD
The opposition to SB 1070 by city officials
activities because of this type of profiling
is hollow and hypocritical. First, the civil
or any proposed actions to correct it.
and human rights violations of SB 1070
are recognized, while the exact same
Additionally, in his opposition to SB
discriminatory practices already in effect
1070, Beck highlights LA’s Special
under SCI locally are ignored. The Mayor
Order 40 that prohibits officers from
and City Council are quick to highlight
initiating contact with someone solely
and denounce discrimination elsewhere,
to determine whether he or she is in
while simultaneously turning a blind eye
the country legally. Yet the support for
at home. We should not accept this.
Special Order 40 is not based on civil
or human rights, nor is it touted for
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa stated that
preventing racial profiling. Instead, it is
“This law is not just anti-immigrant, it
important, according to Beck, because
is anti-American. It threatens the civil
immigrants would be dissuaded from
liberties of all Arizonans.”
sb 1070 continued on p.9
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Let’s Use Food Stamps Money
for What it Was Intended

“To different degrees, the politicians of both parties
tell us we are out of money, the deficit is too high,
etc. I have a lot of trouble with this idea. Wow, the
federal government only in the fall of 2008 turned
“SNAP does not just feed hungry people; it around and in two weeks provided $700 BILLION
serves as an economic stimulus, something (yes billion!) to the big corporations to bail them
we need desperately with an ailing
out.”
economy and a 12% unemployment rate in
the state of California.”

WRITTEN BY: FRANK TAMBORELLO, HUNGER ACTION LOS ANGELES

Have you ever heard the expression “you got a nickel holding
up a dollar there?” It means focusing on small savings while
letting big money go by, and it applies to the situation in
California with SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program, formerly known as Food Stamps).
While enrollment nationally in SNAP is at a record high 40
million participants due to the recession, here in California
we remain stagnant - enrolling eligible people at a rate of just
around fifty percent of eligibility. This means only half the
people who we know could use help getting some meals on
the table while they look for scarce jobs are actually receiving
benefits. There are multiple ways in which California could
improve its SNAP participation rate. One such opportunity
has presented itself, oddly enough, through the Department of
Defense.
The Department of Defense has sent California 30 million dollars
to help with SNAP enrollment, but the Governor plans to use
that money to displace an equal amount of money already in
the budget for administering SNAP. The Governor then plans
to take the 30 million being allocated by the Department of
Defense, and put it into the state’s beleaguered General Fund.
On the surface this doesn’t seem like a bad idea given the state’s
budget woes. However, just a little analysis reveals it would be
better for both the economy and food insecure people to use the
federal government’s money to increase SNAP enrollment.
Feeding the Economy
SNAP does not just feed hungry people; it serves as an
economic stimulus, something we need desperately with an
ailing economy and a 12% unemployment rate in the state of
California. The people receiving benefits don’t stash them away
in an account somewhere, they spend them right away on food,
helping California businesses and bringing federal dollars into
the state. In a way you could say the benefits go through the
recipients rather than to them.
If California enrolled 100% of its eligible residents in SNAP, that
would bring in anywhere from 650 million to 1.49 billion into the
state, according to the California Food Policy Advocates. Thirty
million is a good trade for 650 million in return.
In order to get the most out of the 30 million dollar investment
by the federal government, the state of California should reprogram its SNAP eligibility computer systems to make it easier
for eligible families to receive benefits.
Why that would cost 30 million would be the subject of another
piece. Suffice it to say that the state’s cash and food stamp
assistance programs are administered by colossal, sinister
computer systems -- maybe somewhat reminiscent of the
Matrix.
In the end, it’s better to spend 30 million helping two million
Californians have enough to eat than to plug a tiny hole in the
state budget.
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POLITICS AND ELECTIONS:
NO CHICKENS, NO POTS
EVEN!!
WRITTEN BY: David Wagner, Ph.D

There was an old saying in politics that candidates offered people
“a chicken in every pot and a car in every garage.” Whether anyone
actually really offered this, compared to American politics of the twentyfirst century, the chicken, the pot, the car, and the garage all sound good
to me!
Today we get NO promises!!! Candidates spend a gazillion dollars to
tell us they will balance the budget, better the business climate, preserve
our “freedoms,” and other empty slogans. California just had a series
of primaries in which the leading candidates spent enough money to
have provided by my estimates a couple of months rent for all poor and
homeless people in Los Angeles. They should be ashamed! What a waste
of money in this nation by rich people who can spend a fortune on their
egos!
But why is it that American politics is in such bad shape: at best, a
gridlock that turns most people off, and, at worst, hostile to the interests
of those who are poor and disenfranchised? One problem is that both
parties talk only to and of the “middle class.” They don’t perceive they
need the support of those who struggle each day. Obama is as guilty as
any politician of this; he never mentioned welfare or housing or poverty
or homelessness or the drug war, for example, in his election campaign.
It should then be of little surprise that things haven’t changed much for
the better in the first year and a half of the new administration. Pollsters
and politicians believe that the middle-income “soccer mom” in the
suburbs is key to their elections, and this is the way the have played the
election game. Those who do not look middle class are ignored.
To different degrees, the politicians of both parties tell us we are out of
money, the deficit is too high, etc. I have a lot of trouble with this idea.
Wow, the federal government only in the fall of 2008 turned around
and in two weeks provided $700 BILLION (yes billion!) to the big
corporations to bail them out. This does not include numerous other
bailouts that year for companies like AIG (American International
Group) and then the auto industry (General Motors, Chrysler). But there
are numerous other examples: we have enough money not only to fight
two costly wars, but to have US troops and bases all over the world;
and we have enough money for an army of prisons, jails, probation
and parole officers that is among the largest growing industries in our
country. Really I would like to get a red pencil, cut some things, and
move funds around so different people’s needs are met other than the
rich and powerful!
It would seem “easy” in this time of rising unemployment and
poverty, declining wages, and public unhappiness, to change things.
Somehow the reverse seems true. The politicians do NOT want to talk
about real needs unless people begin to make them. That means you
and me, and it means being impolite to a lot of officials and politicians at
all levels. This is not always easy for people. But we have to remember
that the only times in history when the needs of the oppressed were
made visible (in the 1930s and 1960s and early 1970s) was when people
in large groups spoke up and demanded things. That’s how we got
everything from Social Security to welfare to civil rights legislation
to Medicare and Medicaid, Fair Labor Standards, Unemployment
Insurance, Head Start, Food Stamps, even CETA. What we got since the
mid-1970s is not much.
Maybe we can get the politicians to PROMISE something again,
even the chickens would be better than now. Like the chickens, I’d like
to see some SPECIFIC things to help people.
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““Within
h minutes, there
h were
dozens of officers pouring
into Council chambers with
bean bag guns, taser guns,
and billy clubs ready.
Councilmember Zine
remained in the President’s
seat, instigating the officers
and continually
commanding LAPD on the
loudspeaker with such orders
as ‘Get ‘em out of here.’”

THE FIGHT FOR
TENANT RIGHTS IN
LOS ANGELES TAKES A
DEVASTATING TURN
WRITTEN BY:

LA CAN
PHOTOGRAPHS BY: LA CAN
On May 21, 2010 tenants and their allies
who were fighting for a temporary rent
freeze were betrayed by Councilmembers
and attacked by LAPD in City Council
Chambers.
On May 21st a 4-month moratorium on
rent increases was being considered by
City Council, an action that reflected
months of organizing and the active
involvement of more than 1,000 lowincome tenants from across the city in
the rent stabilization reform process.
The proposed moratorium was a
significant compromise by tenants. Our
original demands were (and still are)
for comprehensive rent stabilization

community

d
f
d a one-year
ordinance
reform
and
moratorium until full reforms are in place.
The motion to write the moratorium had
passed two weeks prior with an 8-6 vote,
and a vote was needed on this day to
adopt it.
Council chambers was filled with mostly
Black and Brown tenants, including
mothers with their children, people with
disabilities, elders, Veterans, and others,
with more than a hundred people in
overflow areas. Tenants had taken the
day off from work, left their children
in school after hours, and/or had to
make special family arrangements to
attend the meeting. After five hours of a
Council meeting that included numerous
awards, commission appointments, and
the declaration of Harvey Milk Day,
the Council took up the moratorium
item. Limited public testimony was
taken on this crucial issue – about 12
minutes each for those supporting and
opposing. Councilmembers Hahn and
Alarcon expressed their support for the
moratorium and their willingness to
include some additional compromise, and
called for a vote.
Council President Garcetti then
intervened in the process and introduced
an alternate motion to send the issue
back to Committee, although two weeks
prior he had voted to move it forward
-- essentially killing the moratorium and
any chance for respite for rent-burdened
tenants. That motion passed 9 – 6, with
only Councilmembers Alarcon, Hahn,
Huizar, Krekorian, Reyes and Wesson
voting on behalf of tenants.
Tenants were outraged by this betrayal
and the obvious priority placed on
landowners over tenants. We began
chanting such things as “Housing
is a Human Right” and “Traitors.”
Councilmember Zine, who was acting
President at the time although Mr.
Garcetti was in Chambers, immediately
called for the police to clear the room.
6
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h minutes, there
h
d
Within
were dozens
off
officers pouring into Council chambers
with bean bag guns, taser guns, and
billy clubs ready. Councilmember
Zine remained in the President’s seat,
instigating the officers and continually
commanding LAPD on the loudspeaker
with such orders as “Get ‘em out of here.”
Tenants continued chanting as we were
moving toward the door. Our chants
posed absolutely no physical threat to any
person or property. An order to disperse
was never given by LAPD. Yet, when the
entire large group had already moved
about 2/3 of the way to the door, officers
charged the group, using extreme force
and violence against tenants. Officers had
been aggressive toward tenants all day,
but escalated their efforts to the extreme
at this point. The police locked a group
of people in the chambers at one point.
Also, the police attacked people - shoving,
pushing and pulling them to the ground.
They stomped, choked, hit with billy
clubs, and shot one person with a taser
gun at least four times. Three people
were forcefully arrested, two of whom
faced felony charges. These were not
planned or justified arrests - in fact none
of the charges were even filed by the City
and District Attorneys.
At no time during this violence did
Councilmember Garcetti retain his
seat or his obligations as Council
President, nor did he or any other of
the Councilmembers present intervene
to prevent these human and civil rights
abuses happening in front of their faces.
Instead Councilmember Zine was allowed
to incite the officers further while others
laughed and chatted in their seats.
We know that many LA residents
consider Mr. Garcetti a friend, an ally, or
a supporter, and many of us have as well.
Yet, on May 21st, he was wrong on all
counts – he initiated and allowed multiple
and massive human rights violations. For
years tenants have been overburdened
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by their rent payments, many paying over
50% of their income to maintain homes.
In the meantime landlords have generally
had profitable, growing businesses. Yet,
tenants got no break. Councilmember
Garcetti betrayed tenants with his motion
to kill the moratorium, a violation of the
human right to housing. He acted on
behalf of wealthy property owners instead.
He was not protecting small, “mom and
pop” landlords, who had already been
exempted from the proposed moratorium.
He was not protecting labor, as he
originally claimed to housing leaders,
since many union members were present
in Chambers and directly expressed their
support for the moratorium to him prior to
the vote. And, last, Mr. Garcetti allowed
a physical assault on the democratic
process in his own Chambers and sat silent
watching police brutality against lowincome people of color. This cannot be
acceptable to any of us.
There were others who were wrong that
day. Eight other Councilmembers caved

community

to the pressure of large, wealthy landlords
instead of taking the opportunity to
provide temporary respite for rentburdened tenants in an historic economic
crisis. Councilmember Zine basically
ordered LAPD officers to escalate their
tactics against tenants who were already
peacefully, but not quietly, leaving
chambers. Councilmember Rosendahl
had indicated he would vote against the
moratorium. Many other Councilmembers
sat and watched the brutality unfold.
And, to date, only Councilmember
Alarcon made a public statement that
reflected the sad state of affairs in City
Hall on that day.
But Councilmember Garcetti is the
President and he introduced the motion
to kill the moratorium. He could have
simply voted no, and we would have seen
where the votes fell. He did not. He is
also obligated to preside over Chambers,
facilitate an open public process, and
ensure the safety of those participating in
that process. He did not.
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On the same day that Harvey Milk Day
was established in Los Angeles, the exact
same police force and brutality tactics
used against Harvey Milk and those in the
gay rights movement were used against
LA’s housing rights movement. In City
Hall. In front of the Council’s own eyes.
As Angelenos, we are asked to participate
in civic processes and give input and
when we did, enforcers were called in to
violently silence us. Again, this cannot be
acceptable to any of us.
We will continue our fight and push
forward our demands to ensure that
Housing is a Human Right in Los Angeles.
Also, we will hold every Councilmember
accountable to the tenant majority in
Los Angeles. The council, as a whole,
is morally responsible for ensuring safe,
stable and decent affordable housing
regardless of market conditions or their
own political aspirations.
We urge you to act. We urge you to
publicly voice your opinions and position
about this travesty of justice. While
private conversations are often useful, in
this case we need widespread and public
response. We cannot allow May 21st
to happen without accountability from
all of those who participated – either
actively or silently. As a first and simple
step, you can sign the attached solidarity
statement, which will be shared with
public officials and others. We also urge
you to send/email more extensive letters
to Councilmember Garcetti and others,
and provide copies to us. There are many
other ways you can support the LA Right
to Housing Collective’s actions now and in
the future, so please contact us if you are
interested and willing to act.
Reprint of June 4th statement of the LA
Human Right to Housing Collective,
including: Coalition LA, Comunidad
Presente, Inquilidos Unidos, Los Angeles
Community Action Network, POWER,
South Asian Network, Strategic Actions
for a Just Economy, and Union de Vecinos.
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The Ghost of Bull Connor:

My name is Bilal Ali with

Coalition LA and the LA Right to
Housing Collective. We’re here today
to denounce the shameful conduct of
Councilmembers Eric Garcetti and
Dennis Zine last Friday. Eric Garcetti
not only left tenants sitting for hours
before killing the rent moratorium, he
abdicated his duty as Council President
to preside over Council Chambers to
Dennis Zine -- this time, with disastrous
results for tenants and democracy in the
City of LA.
Councilmember Dennis Zine’s
inexcusable conduct on Friday [May
21, 2010] conjures up images of African
Americans being attacked at the orders
of the police chief Bull Connor in
Alabama during the 1960s civil rights
movement. The only things that were
missing on Friday were vicious dogs
and water hoses. Instead of cattle prods
being used on defenseless men, woman,
children and the disabled, police used
tasers on people. Councilmember Zine
responded to tenants raising their
voices by summoning the police and
barking orders to them to attack tenants
-- inciting unwarranted violence upon
people exercising their constitutional
rights of freedom of expression.
We as members of the Los Angeles
Right to Housing Collective want to
send a message to the Los Angeles City
Council, especially those who betrayed
tenants last Friday, that we will not be
bullied by the brutality of the LAPD or
the disrespect of the City Council. We
will continue to struggle for just and
equitable solutions for rent burdened
residents of Los Angeles and our human
right to adequate housing.

The ghost of Bull Connor oozes out of its grave like slime
Dennis “Bull Connor” Zine… isn’t… a friend of mine
Just like that REDNECK…he showed no respect…he took an oath to protect
Dennis “Bull Connor” Zine….u can kiss where the sun don’t shine
Dennis “Bull Conner” Zine…history teaches us about your kind
Water
Wate hoses….vicious attack dogs…..cattle prods come to mind
Yeah, Dennis “Bull Connor” Zine
dennis
Isn’t… a friend of mine
“bull connor”
zine
Dennis…you’re a menace
Shame on you…and your goons in blue
The blue klux klan squad
Boot kicks…and night sticks….won’t back us down
Dennis “Bull Conner” Zine…isn’t a friend of mine
He can kiss me where the sun don’t shine
Everytime…I think of Dennis “Bull Connor Zine
Images of civil rights advocates in
Birmingham, Alabama comes to mind
You say that was…In another era, another time?
Bull Connor has re-incarnated as Dennis Zine
Dennis “Bull Connor” Zine…you may have beat us
you mistreat us
Dennis “Bull Connor” CAN’T DEFEAT US!
CAUSE WE TOO STRONG
WE WILL KEEP ON KEEPING ON!

Hi, my name is Colleen Saro and

I’m a member of POWER. We work
with rent-control tenants, Section 8
tenants, public housing residents and
homeowners on issues that matter to
communities in the Westside of Los
Angeles. I live in a rent-controlled
apartment in Venice. I work in the film
industry, and the past year has been
tough. Without rent control, I wouldn’t
be able to afford my apartment, where
I’ve lived for over 15 years.

On May 21st, Dennis THE BULL Zine…perpetrated a crime
While his cronies on the city council sat deaf…dumb…and blind
I say to them…like I say to Dennis “Bull Connor” Zine
They can also kiss where the sun DON’T SHINE!

I want the economy to recover, and
I want the City’s budget to recover,
but the vote against tenants in favor
of landlord greed on Friday hurt the
chances of that happening this year.
The City spent $1 million and over a
year of staff time on the Rent Control
study. If you’re not willing to act on the
recommendations in that study, that’s $1
million down the drain. Tenants have
been pushing for action to be taken,
and landlords have been delaying the
process. Now you rewarded them for
their stall tactics.

Yeah, Dennis “Bull Connor” Zine
Isn’t… a friend of mine… Dennis “Bull Connor” Zine
Can kiss me where me where the SUN… don’t shine
Mad Dog Zine…ain’t no friend of mine
Ain’t NO friend of MINE
Ain’t NO friend of MINE
Ain’t NO friend of MINE
Next time you see Dennis “Bull Connor” Zine…
Tell him we said he can kiss us where the sun don’t shine!
Submitted by: bizmolotov

Continued on page 11
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SB 1070 continued from p.4
coming forward as victims and witnesses
to crime if Special Order 40 were not in
place.
More troubling than Beck’s hypocrisy
is that there is evidence that beat
cops do not share the Chief’s already
meager denunciation of SB 1070. The
Los Angeles Police Protective League
argues that the Arizona law simply
empowers “local and state police officers
with the same kind of investigative
discretion currently available to federal
law enforcement officers.” Further
public statements included: “[Neither]
Chief Beck nor the simpletons on the
city council speak for LAPD officers on
matters of illegal immigration. Don’t let
anyone tell you otherwise.”
Federal officials have also expressed
their opposition to SB 1070, and the
Department of Justice has filed a lawsuit
to prevent its implementation. While the
Federal lawsuit recognizes other aspects
of immigration law such as national
security, public safety, humanitarian
concerns and foreign relations, its
legal argument is solely based upon
supremacy clause and preemption
argument.
In other words, what is illegal about
the Arizona law is not that it is
discriminatory or violates human rights.
Instead, the Department of Justice’s suit
argues that it’s the Federal Government’s
job to regulate immigration matters, not
local government. The lawsuit is not
based on the illegality of racial profiling
but that the Arizona law usurps powers
to control immigration reserved for
federal authorities.
In this sense, it is not about justice
or ending racial profiling and
discrimination, but enabling the federal
government to pursue “terrorists,
gang members and other criminal
immigrants.”
LA CAN and many of our allies are in
adamant opposition to SB 1070 because
we believe that no human being is
illegal, we oppose all racist forms of
criminalization, and we know that racial
profiling is a rampant problem and laws
like SB 1070 will only increase profiling
and its damaging consequences.
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“‘Community residents aren’t even listed as interested parties,
how can that be?’ asked community resident and LA CAN
member Al Sabo.”

Safer Cities Meetings Re-Opened to Skid
Row Residents...Sort of
WRITTEN BY: LA CAN
Can we all come together and reach a compromise regarding just how many civil and
human rights poor and homeless black people on Skid Row deserve? This was the
absurd and rather disturbing subtext of the first and second (of four) LAPD Community
Impact Team meetings facilitated by a neutral party with the stated purpose of fostering
dialogue.
A bit of background...the Community Impact Team Meetings are misnamed: until
recently, the meetings were closed to those people who actually live in the community
and experience the impact of the policing that has terrorized Skid Row for the last three
and a half years. Those “stakeholders” who had been invited to the regular meetings
included representatives from business associations, developers, and administrators
from the Missions. In short, only people who have been supportive of SCI policing
from the get-go. LA CAN members had been calling for open meetings throughout this
process.
The meetings were re-opened to the general public several months ago and, in
what seemed like an attempt to facilitate a more productive conversation with the
community about Skid Row policing, Central Division Captain Todd Chamberlain
agreed to hold a few of the meetings, usually conducted at the Central Division station,
at the James M. Wood Community Center on 5th and San Julian. Chamberlain also
agreed to allow conflict resolution experts to facilitate the meetings, usually the job of
uniformed officers.
But Chamberlain must have had a change of heart before the series of meetings
began. Instead of allowing the neutral facilitators from the Western Justice Center
to do their jobs, he insisted on opening the first meeting with a speech about a
group of community members he had recently talked to who agree with the LAPD’s
controversial and often unconstitutional Skid Row tactics. “Those are the people who
matter,” Chamberlain said, setting the tone for the not-so-open dialogue.
The neutral facilitators opened the second meeting by handing out their written
assessment of the first one. They listed some specific issues they felt could be a vehicle
for cooperation (and which had nothing to do with the LAPD), such as general
agreement on “the need for more supportive housing,” and outlined those issues
around which there was NOT broad agreement, such as whether “it is important to
uphold human rights and civil liberties.” It seems that solely obtaining full agreement
from all LAPD representatives on this statement could be a viable goal for the meetings!
Community members gathered at this second meeting voiced their opposition to the
notion that some compromise could be reached about their civil and human rights.
They also opposed the fact that they were not seen as important stakeholders, and that
their presence was not as critical to the dialogue as was that of the business associations
and those service providers who drive home to the suburbs at the end of each day.
“Community residents aren’t even listed as interested parties, how can that be?” asked
community resident and LA CAN member Al Sabo. Later James Porter, also a resident
and LA CAN member, tried to bring focus into the room:

However, we do not need to travel to
Arizona to find rampant human and civil
rights violations at the hands of unjust
laws and racist policing. We see it every
day in Skid Row, in South Central, Boyle
Heights and other communities of color
and immigrant communities. SB 1070 is
not unique, unfortunately.

“We just want police to be held accountable for their actions when they are wrong,”
Porter said. “When it involves our civil and our human rights, we want them to be held
accountable.”

We ask then, why is the opposition to SB
1070 by local officials so diametrically
different than the extended silence, or
even support for, racial profiling and
unjust criminalization in Los Angeles,
especially in Skid Row under the Safer
Cities Initiative? We urge you to ask
your elected representatives the same
thing.

LA CAN Citation Defense Program Participants:

Some things are just not negotiable.

attention
If you have any unresolved ticket(s) in the LA CAN Citation
Defense Program -- we need you to come in and update your
information! The courts are requesting additional information for
many tickets currently in our program.
It is IMPORTANT that you come to LA CAN, 530 S. Main Street
as soon as possible to ensure your best possible outcome.
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DWAC Celebrates Another Year of
Work with 9th Annual
Women’s Day in the Park
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LA CAN Represents Skid Row at
Second US Social Forum

WRITTEN BY: LA CAN
With the multitude of growing economic issues our city is
facing we must look at not just the negative issues impacting
us but also be thankful for some of the blessings we share in
our community -- like solidarity, friendship and hope. I am a
member of DWAC (Downtown Women’s Action Coalition),
a coalition that was formed in 2001 and consists of service
providers, advocates and downtown residents whose initial
focus was to seek relief and improve services for homeless
women.
Since then we have been working collaboratively to promote
changes that improve the health and safety of women living
downtown. The great need for housing is just one of the big
concerns our community faces. As we’ve moved forward many
women and men in the community have joined DWAC in the
fight for housing, to prevent and end violence, and to honor
women’s strengths and contributions
On the fun side, DWAC was once again able to hold our 9th
annual Women’s Day in the Park. It is a celebration of the Love,
Life and Strengths of Women and coming together for a day
free from violence, a day filled with pampering and dancing!
On May 14, 2010 the Downtown Women’s Action Coalition
and its many dedicated volunteers came together and brought
about 200 women and their children out to Elysian Park for a
day of fun and relaxation.
There were information booths, such as the Physical Activity,
Health and Weight booth where the ladies spun the wheel and
answered questions about healthy eating and exercise and won
prizes! Of course there was the manicure table where the ladies
chit-chatted with our volunteers and were pampered. There
were tattoos and games such as the scavenger hunt and a talent
show! There were also great gifts and prizes like gift certificates
to Vons and Fallas Parades. We had a fashion show and ended
with a whole lot of dancing! The healthy lunch provided was
baked chicken, rice pilaf, Caribbean vegetables, fresh green
salad, rolls and drinks.
And as we said goodbye to women boarding the bus to come
back downtown, they each received a purse full of goodies and
a smile. We wish to say THANKS to all the folks that helped
make this ANOTHER successful “Women’s Day in the Park.”
See you all again in 2011!

BUS RIDERS UNION PROTESTS
UNJUST FARE HIKES AT THE
MAYOR’S MANSION
On July 1st, at 5:30 in the morning, dozens of bus riders gathered
at the corner of Wilshire and Crenshaw Boulevards, just a couple
of blocks from the Mayor’s mansion. Organized by a key LA CAN
ally, the Bus Riders Union, the protest was intended to give a
very loud wake up call to the Mayor - who had failed to intervene
on behalf of low-income transit riders to prevent the latest fare
increases.
Using horns, drums and our voices, we called on the Mayor to
come out and stand accountable to the crowd. He did not, but
of course his staff and numerous police officers tried to get us to
leave, or at least quiet down. We stayed for several hours, but the
Mayor was not brave enough to address us.
Another larger group of bus riders returned to the Mansion later
in the day - expressing that this will be a long fight and we will
not give up easily.
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steve d., deborah b., and general dogon in
detroit, michigan for the u.s. social forum
WRITTEN BY: LA CAN
PHOTOGRAPH BY: LA CAN
LA CAN members and organizers Steve Diaz, Deborah Burton,
and General Dogon all traveled to Detroit, Michigan in June
to attend the 2nd Annual US Social Forum: “Another World
Is Possible!” LA CAN decided to attend so that our stories of
work and struggle could be shared with people from across
the United States. Earlier this year LA CAN also participated
in the World Social Forum, held in Brazil, at the request of the
United Nations Special Rapporteur on Adequate Housing,
to highlight our struggles and victories with an international
audience.
Once on the ground in Detroit, LA CAN folks were instantly
greeted by the harsh realities of Detroit in 2010. Detroit has the
highest unemployment of any major city in the country, with
nearly one in four Detroiters unable to find work. Michigan
has had the highest number of unemployed people in all 50
states for nearly four years. Thousands of living wage jobs
have been permanently lost in the automotive industry and
related sectors.
Detroit has a rich political history and has long served as one
of the most critical historical centers of African American/
Black organizing. During the late 1960s a considerable amount
of political activity was happening in the auto factories of
Detroit. One such action employed was the “wildcat strike”
wherein workers called a strike that was not authorized by
their union. It was such a strike that produced the impetus to
create the Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement [DRUM]
and the League of Revolutionary Black Workers. It must be
noted that the movement sought to organize black workers to
obtain concessions not only from the Chrysler management,
but also from the United Auto Workers’ leadership.
What is left of Detroit, in light of those epic historical battles,
should clearly cause concern for all Americans and those
interested in social justice. Organizers reported blocks upon
blocks of empty lots where houses once stood; a clear absence
of traffic during what would otherwise be high traffic times in
any other major city; grocery stores that were open but whose
parking lots did not possess a single automobile; and, major
chain restaurants, supermarkets, and airport transportation
[like Super Shuttle] nowhere to be found.
Organizers left Detroit with a bit of ambivalence regarding the
“success” of the conference. We shared information in sessions
we helped organize and learned as participants in others.
However, conferences are limited in their overall impact.
That said, LA CAN participants still were motivated to
continue the legacy of struggle left by those fearless autoworkers and continued by others from across the country who
are leading a movement for social justice.
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COMMUNITY COMMENTARY:

Why Transparency, Language and Communication are Important to Us
Communication, in its multiple forms, is important when attempting to forge bonds or fix problems.
Body language, defined as a form of non-verbal communication, consists of body posture, gestures,
facial expressions, and eye movements which humans send and interpret subconsciously -- and it is
probably one of the most important forms of communication.
After suffering years of outright lies, half-truths, beat-downs, and unconscionable measures geared
to make you suffer in silence African American/Black people and other communities of color have
become acutely aware of verbal and non-verbal cues. Moreover, we know when our mere presence
is unwanted without a single word ever being uttered. Such was the case at the latest Safer Cities
(SCI) Community Impact meeting and countless other public meetings we regularly attend.
It is clearly not a secret that there exist two camps in downtown Los Angeles when it comes to
SCI policing. You have an extremist camp led by predominantly White leaders in the business
community, large missions including the Midnight Mission and the Union Rescue Mission, the Los
Angeles Police Department, and a sprinkling of low-income residents. This camp clearly favors the
abandonment of human and civil liberties seen in SCI-style policing, in hopes of beating people into
the realization that their behavior is the sole cause for their suffering.
By contrast, the other camp pushes a platform that redefines public safety; calls for the grotesque
spending on law enforcement to go instead to housing and services; and pushes for immediate
recognition of all human rights, most importantly by police officers. LA CAN falls in this camp. In
addition, utilizing public data and other community-based measures, we consistently point out
the contradictions parroted as fact by the LAPD and its bully pulpit. Our side, of course, is led
by residents, predominantly Black, who disagree with the oppressive strategies that have led to
staggering ticket and arrest rates.
These diametrically different viewpoints -- fueled by race, gender, and class privilege -- would of
course set the stage for all sorts of interesting, revealing, and disturbing communication.
Captain Chamberlain of LAPD’s Central Division was first up to bat at the recent SCI meeting. With
hands on hips, which of course donned handcuffs and a service revolver, he firmly asserted that he,
the White guy, was in charge and that this was his meeting. The facilitator from Western Justice
Center, who happened to be Black, nervously attempted to do his job—which means keeping the
room neutral and not giving power to one individual or institution—and was briskly pushed aside.
What verbal and non-verbal cues do you think existed in that exchange? And, how do you think
participants [mostly residents and Black] received the pushing aside of a seemingly professional
Black man in a Giorgio Armani suit?
But the faux pas did not end there.
Captain Chamberlain was joined by a Lieutenant Paulson, also White, and Senior Lead Officer Deon
Joseph who just happens to be Black. The exchanges between Capt. Chamberlain and Lt. Paulson
were always preceded by the title “Captain” or “Lieutenant” but when either officer addressed
Senior Lead Officer Joseph, they simply called him Deon. Not Senior Lead Officer Joseph…not
Officer Joseph... simply Deon.
Now, you might say that this is a subtlety that needs no mention, or, that it was a symbol of
fondness for the brother. We would retort: “don’t fall for it.” We are well aware that within
LAPD, your rank is intended to illustrate your esprit de corps, your ability to past the tests, to
lead subordinates, and in Senior Lead Officer Joseph’s case, it expresses that he is able to command
units within his designated area. Yet, as Senior Lead, he was not given the public respect that
Captain Chamberlain and Lieutenant Paulson gave each other. Trust me, had SLO Joseph publicly
addressed Captain Chamberlain as Todd, there would have been hell to pay! So we say to Capt.
Chamberlain and Lt. Paulson -- just keep it 100.
It is very interesting in contrast to hear residents, even those that disagree with him, most often call
SLO Joseph by his title. Many residents are veterans and understand the systems of rank, hierarchy
and the associated pride and respect. Still others know from experience what happens on the street
if you mistakenly call a “Sergeant” on the street “Officer”—you are quickly corrected in a not so
nice manner. Lastly, some people decide to give respect to those that have accomplished what is
oftentimes seen as a high hurdle.
Because this commentary is about transparency as well as language and communication, we must
quickly address the issue of transparency in the recent SCI meeting. The Western Justice Center
Foundation [WJC] based in Pasadena is an organization well-known for its work around conflict
resolution, mediation, and peace-building. The success of this organization in fulfilling its mission
depends heavily on honesty, integrity, and transparency.
So why is it that when a community resident asked about the relationship between the LAPD and
WJC, and if any other work had been performed by WJC for the LAPD, their answer was no. In
INTRADEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE # BPC 10-0204 dated April 28, 2010, addressed
to the Honorable Board of Police Commissioners, under a section called MEDIATION, it highlights
WJC’s work with Internal Affairs to mediate discussions related to biased-policing, the new LAPD
term for racial profiling: “In 2009, Internal Affairs Group teamed with the Western Justice Center (WJC)
to facilitate discussions with community stakeholders about mediating selected complaints of biased policing.
The second of three planned meetings was held on February 22, 2010 at the WJC facility.”
The community wants to know why WJC would misrepresent truth…when the truth will
certainly do. We must hold the SCI Impact meetings to higher standards of transparency and
communication.
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Tenant testimony, continued
from pg. 8.

My name is Claudia
Gomez. I am a tenant who

lives in Boyle Heights and am
a member of Union de Vecinos.
I started getting involved in
helping tenants because my
landlord illegally tried to raise
my rent by $200. He also did
not maintain my apartment
and eventually it was entered
in the REAP program. Then
the building was foreclosed
upon and the bank tried to
illegally evict us. My family
and I were tired of constantly
being taken advantage of so we
decided to get involved and
try to make things better for all
tenants.
It was clear from the City
Council’s actions on Friday
that they do not care about
the majority of tenants who
are struggling. They could
have offered something
else to bring more justice to
tenants but instead they fully
and completely supported
the landlords and only the
economic interests of the
landlords. Their failure to
act shows that they believe
that housing is not a right for
everyone but only for those
who can afford it.

My name is Agustina
Ramirez with Comunidad

Presente. I am a single mother
who came to the City Council
meeting, with my son, on May
21st, to testify before the City
Council as to why tenants
deserve a rent freeze.
I waited for hours, keeping
the doors to my small tailor
business closed all morning,
just to have my chance to speak
to the Councilmembers about
the economic difficulties people
like myself are facing, working
day and night just to try to
keep a roof over our heads;
to urge you to make the right
decision and to protect the
tenants of our City.
The council did everything
in its power to silence the
voice of the people, to silence
democracy! You tried to
silence us in the halls, you
stalled for five hours so
that you could silence our
testimony, and then, when we
refused to stay silent after you
betrayed us with your politics,
you sent the violent force of the
LAPD to try to silence us.
Yet, I am here today to tell
you that WE WILL NOT BE
SILENCED.
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Making
House Calls:
You Hear Us
Knocking?
Then Let Us
In!
It was clear from the moment
that members of the Los
Angeles Human Right to
Housing Collective began
descending on the corners
of Sunset and Echo Park on
June 17, 2010 that they were
a force to be reckoned with.
Sure, some of that excitement
could have been attributed to
the highly anticipated game 7
shoot-out between the Boston
Celtics and LA Lakers. Hell, it

could have been the fact that this intersection
is considered, by many organizations, prime
real estate when it comes to demanding a
public audience to social injustices at home
and abroad. Or, maybe, it was the mixture of
Korean and African drums; an eclectic mix of
tenants representing the multi-cultural base
of renters in Los Angeles; the look of stern
determination plastered on the faces of those
simply looking for justice; or the handwritten posters insisting that Council President
Eric Garcetti is a traitor because of his vote
to deny tenants a 4-month rent increase reprieve. It was likely all of these factors.

The question of the evening was what would
make a supposed progressive elected official
vote against his constituency? For the record
the 13th District, which Garcetti represents,
is home to the second largest number of rent
stabilized units in the city—a whopping
65,656 homes. This expansive number of rent stabilized units comes second only to the 71,113 units found in the 4th District represented by Tom LaBonge who voted with Councilmember Garcetti and others to kill the recent rent-increase moratorium.
[Please see related story on page 6.]
En route to Garcetti’s doorstep, renters were greeted with smiles and cheers by local tenants who inhabited some of the many rent
stabilized units in the area. In addition, many renters joined the march, received a quick primer on the issues, and later could be heard
in front of the Council President’s house demanding that the human right to housing be recognized and enforced.
Of course, as was to be expected, marchers were met by LAPD officers at the street corner where we met, and more officers arrived as
we neared Council President Garcetti’s doorstep. And, as is usually the case, the LAPD attempted to create on-the-spot legal opinions
that would stop us from going to our desired destination. However, legal observers and other trained residents on the scene quickly
stunted those attempts and tenants conducted their program, in front of Eric’s house, without further attempts to infringe upon their
1st Amendment guarantees.

To contact LA CAN or find out
more about our work and how
to support us write, or visit us
online:
530 S. Main Street, Ground Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90013
(213) 228-0024
www.cangress.org

WEBSITE
cangress.wordpress.org
BLOG
BECOME A FAN OF LA CAN
SEND US A TWEET @
LACANetwork

Editorial Policy:
The Community Connection is a street newspaper and a member of the North American
Street Newspaper Association and the International Network of Street Papers. The Los
Angeles Community Action Network (LA CAN) is a membership organization comprised
of low-income, homeless and formerly homeless residents living in or near downtown Los
Angeles. LA CAN’s staff and core members, more than 95% of whom live in Skid Row
and/or have been homeless, write many articles that appear in the Community Connection.
These appear without a byline. Articles by contributors who are not LA CAN core members
and/or personal opinion articles receive a byline. These articles do not necessarily represent
the views, opinions and perspectives of the Los Angeles Community Action Network.
All articles and artwork may be reproduced with permission only;
please contact Pete White @ (213) 228-0024
The production and distribution of the Community Connection is made possible in part
due to financial support from the Diane Middleton Foundation.
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